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● Most reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms
assume regularly sampled time series data with
no missingness (i.e. not EHR data).
● Recent RL in healthcare papers tend to
preprocess EHR data by
a. Resampling data to uniformly sized windows,
b. Mean pooling lab values within the same bin,
c. Imputing with Last-Observation-CarriedForward (LOCF) imputation.
● This process strips any missingness information.
● We show that maintaining missingness
information could increase estimated expected
reward under a policy learned from data.

Impact of discretization/resampling on missingness. Figure adapted from Lipton et al (2016).

• Venous Thromboembolisms (VTEs) are blood
clots that can form within a patient’s veins and
travel to critical organs like the heart, lungs, and
brain, blocking the flow of blood.
• VTEs are a leading cause of preventable hospital
death in America (> 2x the number of deaths
from breast cancer each year!).
• Common treatment in ICU is anticoagulation with
unfractionated heparin (UFH).
• UFH is typically titrated so that activated partial
thromboplastin time (aPTT) and anti-Xa assay
values fall within established therapeutic ranges.
• Too much UFH → uncontrolled bleeding
• Too little UFH → VTEs + potential strokes/PEs/etc
• We model UFH dosing as RL problem
• We analyzed EHRs of 8,983 patients in Stanford
Hospital ICU on UFH.

• Agniel et al (2018) showed that information
about lab tests (e.g. whether the test was
performed and when) was a better predictor of
diagnosis codes than the actual result of the test.
• Lipton et al (2016), Sharafoddini et al (2019), and
Agor et al (2019) all found that the simple
practice of incorporating a binary missingness
indicator into the feature space improved
performance of supervised learning algorithms.
• Che et al (2018) found EHR missingness was
correlated with mortality and various ICD-9
diagnosis categories; built a model to incorporate
missingness, improved predictive performance.
• Nemati and Ghassemi (2016) used RL for optimal
heparin dosing. Their work did not employ formal
Off-Policy Policy Evaluation methods and did not
address/incorporate missingness information.

Association of missingness with adverse outcomes. Figure adapted from Che et al (2016).

Methods: We assess whether aPTT dynamics are different when an auxiliary
lab test is missing from the EHR by comparing the following sets of r.v.s:

We perform a Mann-Whitney U test to test against the null hypothesis that
the two sets have the same distribution:

Results: aPTT dynamics appear to be less volatile when the results of certain
laboratory tests are missing from the EHR (esp. those related to liver failure)
Does this mean that missingness is a proxy for stability of aPTT?
Is this information useful for learning and evaluating a policy from data?

Method: We use Reinforcement Learning to learn a heparin dosage
management policy and evaluate its estimated performance using EHR data.
Assume we are given a dataset
where represents the ith patient visit’s trajectory, consisting of observations
at time t, actions taken , and rewards accrued . . In consultation with
Stanford clinicians, we defined the state, action, and rewards as follows:

• Dynamics of aPTT were significantly less volatile
when some of the auxiliary lab values were
missing from the EHR, suggesting that
missingness may indicate physiological stability.
• Including an indicator for missing lab values
consistently (but not significantly) increased the
estimated reward of our learned policy.
• This could be because (1) the policies learned
with a missingness-augmented state space are
actually better, or (2) including missingness
information yields better propensity score
estimates and/or higher confidence estimators of
the expected reward under our learned policy.
• Lack of significance may well be attributable to
high variance of IS estimators.
• Binary indicators for missingness are a simple but
potentially effective way to increase estimated
rewards for Off-Policy RL tasks in healthcare.

• Does an increase in estimated reward from OPPE
correspond to actual improved performance?
• How do policies trained with missingness
information differ from policies trained without?
• Are the propensity scores computed more
accurate when missingness info is included?
• Do our findings hold when applied to data from
different hospital systems?
• Do our findings hold for different clinical
contexts/problems (e.g. sepsis)?

We first learn an optimal policy with Fitted Q-Iteration, an Off-Policy Policy
Optimization (OPPO) Algorithm (Ernst et al, 2005):

We then estimate the performance of our learned policy using only the
available data generated under the clinician policies. We experiment with four
popular Off-Policy Policy Evaluation (OPPE) algorithms (Voloshin et al, 2019):

where
represents the number of state-action pairs in the patient
history and
represents the
importance weights. We experiment with including missingness information
during just OPPO, just OPPE, and both OPPO and OPPE (except where
confounding is clearly an issue i.e. OPPO with missingness info and OPPE not).
Results:
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